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Abstract: In order to improve the performance of metaheuristics, many studies focus on the
efficiency of neighborhood operators and on the hybridization of various methods. Though,
the solution encoding scheme has an important role in the search space’s definition, their
choice is usually made without any relevance study nor valuable justification. Thus, the
present paper aims at conducting analysis on fitness landscapes generated by a basic job shop
scheduling problem testing three encoding schemes combined with three operators to optimize
the makespan scheduling criterion. Through the study of three different metrics, we show that
the encoding schemes associated to neighborhood operators play a major role in the structure
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1. INTRODUCTION

Solving a scheduling problem means planning the execu-
tion of a set of tasks while respecting time constraints
(deadlines, precedence, etc) and the capacity constraints
on the resources used (Carlier and Chrétienne (1988)). In a
job shop scheduling problem (JSP), tasks are grouped into
jobs with preset sequences. In spite of exact optimization
methods which are suitable for small scale problems, meta-
heuristics (Mihoubi et al. (2021), Madraki et al. (2022)),
and artificial intelligence (Liu et al. (2022)) in general,
are often used to provide good quality solutions when the
complexity of problems increases.

Since the 1980’s, intensive studies have been undertaken to
better understand the dynamics of optimization methods
according to Sörensen et al. (2018). Properties derived
from this analytic works help to refine and justify the
choices of the various components of optimization meth-
ods. Moreover characteristics of problem types and in-
stances strongly influence the performance of these meth-
ods. Therefore, determining the relevance of the compo-
nents of metaheuristics is necessary to understand how
they contribute to the achievement of good solutions. Verel
(2016) and Tari (2019) conducted researches on fitness
landscapes to characterize binary and permutation land-
scapes. These studies mostly lay emphasis on the impact of
neighborhood operators with respect to different classes of
optimization problems. Notwithstanding the importance
of the neighborhood operators, the encoding scheme also
called solution representation is equally a crucial element
on which the effectiveness of a heuristic may depend.
Several encoding schemes have been used in optimization
algorithms for the job shop scheduling problem. Yet, the

choice of these encoding schemes is often based on intuition
without real justification. This can lead the algorithm to
obtain poor results for the problem at hand.

The goal of this paper is to study the impact of different
encoding schemes and neighborhood operators on the fit-
ness landscape of job shop scheduling problems. Through
a series of experiments on well-known job shop scheduling
benchmarks, we analyze the neutrality rate, the correlation
length and the position type distribution of the fitness
landscapes. We show that these metrics are tied to the
encoding schemes in conjunction with neighborhood oper-
ators, the instances playing a minor role in the metrics.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 re-
views existing researches of encoding schemes for schedul-
ing problems and fitness landscapes measures. In section 3,
a short description of the JSP is given. Section 4 provides
details on the search space settings (encoding scheme,
neighborhood operators) and metrics that were used for
the experiments. The results obtained through experiment
are presented in section 5.

2. RELATED WORK

Encoding schemes, also called solution representations,
arouse some interest regarding scheduling problems. Bier-
wirth (1995) introduced a new encoding based on permu-
tation with repetition for JSP to compensate the weakness
of standard binary and permutation encodings according
to the presence of infeasible solutions. The influence of
synonymously and non-synonymously redundant represen-
tations on genetic algorithm (GA) performances are stud-
ied by Rothlauf and Goldberg (2003). For the unrelated
machine environment, Durasević and Jakobović (2016)
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Since the 1980’s, intensive studies have been undertaken to
better understand the dynamics of optimization methods
according to Sörensen et al. (2018). Properties derived
from this analytic works help to refine and justify the
choices of the various components of optimization meth-
ods. Moreover characteristics of problem types and in-
stances strongly influence the performance of these meth-
ods. Therefore, determining the relevance of the compo-
nents of metaheuristics is necessary to understand how
they contribute to the achievement of good solutions. Verel
(2016) and Tari (2019) conducted researches on fitness
landscapes to characterize binary and permutation land-
scapes. These studies mostly lay emphasis on the impact of
neighborhood operators with respect to different classes of
optimization problems. Notwithstanding the importance
of the neighborhood operators, the encoding scheme also
called solution representation is equally a crucial element
on which the effectiveness of a heuristic may depend.
Several encoding schemes have been used in optimization
algorithms for the job shop scheduling problem. Yet, the

choice of these encoding schemes is often based on intuition
without real justification. This can lead the algorithm to
obtain poor results for the problem at hand.

The goal of this paper is to study the impact of different
encoding schemes and neighborhood operators on the fit-
ness landscape of job shop scheduling problems. Through
a series of experiments on well-known job shop scheduling
benchmarks, we analyze the neutrality rate, the correlation
length and the position type distribution of the fitness
landscapes. We show that these metrics are tied to the
encoding schemes in conjunction with neighborhood oper-
ators, the instances playing a minor role in the metrics.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 re-
views existing researches of encoding schemes for schedul-
ing problems and fitness landscapes measures. In section 3,
a short description of the JSP is given. Section 4 provides
details on the search space settings (encoding scheme,
neighborhood operators) and metrics that were used for
the experiments. The results obtained through experiment
are presented in section 5.

2. RELATED WORK

Encoding schemes, also called solution representations,
arouse some interest regarding scheduling problems. Bier-
wirth (1995) introduced a new encoding based on permu-
tation with repetition for JSP to compensate the weakness
of standard binary and permutation encodings according
to the presence of infeasible solutions. The influence of
synonymously and non-synonymously redundant represen-
tations on genetic algorithm (GA) performances are stud-
ied by Rothlauf and Goldberg (2003). For the unrelated
machine environment, Durasević and Jakobović (2016)
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1. INTRODUCTION

Solving a scheduling problem means planning the execu-
tion of a set of tasks while respecting time constraints
(deadlines, precedence, etc) and the capacity constraints
on the resources used (Carlier and Chrétienne (1988)). In a
job shop scheduling problem (JSP), tasks are grouped into
jobs with preset sequences. In spite of exact optimization
methods which are suitable for small scale problems, meta-
heuristics (Mihoubi et al. (2021), Madraki et al. (2022)),
and artificial intelligence (Liu et al. (2022)) in general,
are often used to provide good quality solutions when the
complexity of problems increases.

Since the 1980’s, intensive studies have been undertaken to
better understand the dynamics of optimization methods
according to Sörensen et al. (2018). Properties derived
from this analytic works help to refine and justify the
choices of the various components of optimization meth-
ods. Moreover characteristics of problem types and in-
stances strongly influence the performance of these meth-
ods. Therefore, determining the relevance of the compo-
nents of metaheuristics is necessary to understand how
they contribute to the achievement of good solutions. Verel
(2016) and Tari (2019) conducted researches on fitness
landscapes to characterize binary and permutation land-
scapes. These studies mostly lay emphasis on the impact of
neighborhood operators with respect to different classes of
optimization problems. Notwithstanding the importance
of the neighborhood operators, the encoding scheme also
called solution representation is equally a crucial element
on which the effectiveness of a heuristic may depend.
Several encoding schemes have been used in optimization
algorithms for the job shop scheduling problem. Yet, the

choice of these encoding schemes is often based on intuition
without real justification. This can lead the algorithm to
obtain poor results for the problem at hand.

The goal of this paper is to study the impact of different
encoding schemes and neighborhood operators on the fit-
ness landscape of job shop scheduling problems. Through
a series of experiments on well-known job shop scheduling
benchmarks, we analyze the neutrality rate, the correlation
length and the position type distribution of the fitness
landscapes. We show that these metrics are tied to the
encoding schemes in conjunction with neighborhood oper-
ators, the instances playing a minor role in the metrics.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 re-
views existing researches of encoding schemes for schedul-
ing problems and fitness landscapes measures. In section 3,
a short description of the JSP is given. Section 4 provides
details on the search space settings (encoding scheme,
neighborhood operators) and metrics that were used for
the experiments. The results obtained through experiment
are presented in section 5.

2. RELATED WORK

Encoding schemes, also called solution representations,
arouse some interest regarding scheduling problems. Bier-
wirth (1995) introduced a new encoding based on permu-
tation with repetition for JSP to compensate the weakness
of standard binary and permutation encodings according
to the presence of infeasible solutions. The influence of
synonymously and non-synonymously redundant represen-
tations on genetic algorithm (GA) performances are stud-
ied by Rothlauf and Goldberg (2003). For the unrelated
machine environment, Durasević and Jakobović (2016)
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compared two encodings, one based on permutation and
the second on floating point, for different criteria. In the
same logic, Fernandez-Viagas et al. (2019) compared four
categories of solution representation for the hybrid flow
shop scheduling problem. Their research lay emphasis on
a possible link between the solution spaces generated by
encodings and the quality of produced schedules. Vlašic
et al. (2020) brought out a comparative study on seven
encodings to prove the impact of encoding on GA results.
Though comparison of different encoding schemes may
determine one most suitable for a given problem, other
researches try to understand the dynamics of search spaces
and exploration through fitness landscape analysis. Works
on landscapes mostly target problem hardness, effective-
ness of neighborhood structures and landscape analysis
techniques. For the JSP, Mattfeld et al. (1999) illustrated
the differences between landscapes of hard and easy in-
stances. To facilitate the characterization of fitness land-
scape, a quiet large survey of existing techniques has been
provide by Malan and Engelbrecht (2013). Verel (2016) for
his part, proposed a new model of NK fitness landscape
based on local optima network. Later, Tari (2019) studied
mechanisms of optimization algorithms to improve their
understanding by the use of fitness landscapes analysis.
Either binary (NK, UBQP) or permutation (FSP, QAP),
each problem was handled with an operator chosen among
1-flip, insertion, swap. In the same scope, Merkuryeva
and Bolshakovs (2020) concluded that the results of this
type of analysis depends on many parameters such as
solution representations, search policies and explained how
measures are sensitive to random noise.

3. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The job shop scheduling problem (JSP) consists in
scheduling jobs that have predefined sequences of oper-
ations (tasks) in a multi-machine environment. For each
job, the operations are executed in a given order called
sequence. The sequence varies from one job to another
creating a multidirectional flow. Generally, a scheduling
problem is made of tasks assignment (assigning resources
to the tasks) and sequencing sub-problems (determining
one execution order of tasks on those resources-and as-
sociated starting times). The JSP has several variants
depending on workshops constraints. For more details, see
Choi and Choi (2002) and Esquirol and Lopez (2008).

A JSP is defined by a set of n jobs {J1, J2, . . . , Jn} and
a set of m machines {M1,M2, . . . ,Mm}. Each job Ji is
composed of ni operations {Oi,1, Oi,2, . . . , Oi,ni

}. Each
operation Oi,j is assigned to a single machine which ex-
ecutes it in a processing time of pij . A job can only start
processing an operation when the previous operation in the
list is finished (precedence constraint). See French (1982)
and Caumond (2006). Jobs are available from the start
of the system, release date r for all jobs is zero (∀i ∈
[1, n], ri = 0). All the information about the scheduling
problem is known in advance. Setup times are included in
the processing times while transportation times are neg-
ligible. Assumptions are made that products can wait in
unlimited capacity stocks and a machine can only perform
one task at a time, which involves disjunctive constraints.
Once an operation is started, it cannot be interrupted
until the execution ends (no preemption). According to

Table 1. Small JSP instance

Job Oi,1 Oi,2 Oi,3

J1 M1(4) M2(2) M3(1)
J2 M2(7) M3(3) M1(2)

1 1 2 1 2 2

Fig. 1. Solution represented by JLE

the derived schedule, the time when a job i completes its
execution is called completion time and denoted by Ci.
The objective function considered in this study consists in
minimizing the makespan Cmax = max1≤i≤n Ci.

4. SEARCH SPACES SETUP AND METRICS

In this section, we describe and analyze the encoding
schemes and neighborhood operators used in the exper-
iments. Then we present three metrics that characterize
different aspects of the fitness landscape. We also show the
different instances that have been used in the experiments.

4.1 Encoding schemes

Job list encoding, operation list encoding and machine list
encoding are the selected encoding schemes. In order to
illustrate their differences, a solution for each encoding
is provided for a small JSP instance composed of two
jobs, each with three operations, to be performed on three
machines. Table 1 indicates the assigned machine and
processing time pij for each operation Oi,j .

For each encoding, we use a simple scheduling constructor
that tries to determine the earliest starting date for each
operation. If the solution is feasible, the fitness Cmax is
computed from the schedule. Otherwise, the solution is
infeasible and no reparation is done.

Inspired by Holsapple et al. (1993), job list encoding (JLE)
represents a solution by a list of integers. The size of the list
is equal to the total number of operations and each element
of the list corresponds to a job index. Within this list, the
index of a job appears as many times as it has operations.
It covers the space of all possible active schedules. Two
different solutions can give the same schedule (Bierwirth
(1995)). In this encoding, all solutions are feasible as they
respect all the constraints. Fig. 1 shows one of the 20
possible solutions for the instance described in Table 1.
The first operation of J1 will be scheduled first, then the
second operation of the same job, then the first operation
of J2 followed by the third and the last operation of J1.
The schedule ends with the last two operations of J2.

Operation list encoding (OLE) is similar to job list en-
coding. A solution is represented by an ordered list of
operations. The operation list is a permutation of the
set of all the operations (Vlašic et al. (2020)). Unlike
JLE, infeasible solutions may be generated with OLE. The
permutations of operations may violate the precedence
constraints within a job. Among the possible solutions,
the number of feasible solutions is equal to the number of
possible solutions for JLE. There is a bijection between the
set of feasible solutions of OLE and the set of possible so-
lutions of JLE. Out of 720 possible solutions, the example

(a) O1,1 O1,2 O2,1 O1,3 O2,2 O2,3

(b) O2,1 O1,1 O1,2 O2,3 O1,3 O2,2

Fig. 2. Solutions represented by OLE
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M3

O1,1 O2,3

O1,2 O2,1

O1,3 O2,2

(a)

O2,3 O1,1

O2,1 O1,2

O1,3 O2,2

(b)

Fig. 3. Solutions represented by MLE

instance has 700 infeasible solutions. In Fig. 2, solution (a)
is a feasible solution corresponding to the solution in Fig. 1
in JLE. Solution (b) is an infeasible solution, as it violates
a precedence constraint with respect to operations O2,3

and O2,2 of J2.

Machine list encoding (MLE) is a list of m list of opera-
tions that are assigned to a common machine, see Vallada
and Ruiz (2011). The sizes of the lists of operations vary
according to the number of operations for each machine.
The permutations on the different lists are likely to cause
violations of precedence constraints, hence the presence of
infeasible solutions. In contrast to OLE where the number
of infeasible solutions is precisely quantifiable, the number
of feasible and infeasible solutions is inherently dependent
on the instance being processed for MLE. An example of
feasible solution (a) and infeasible one (b) with MLE are
shown in Fig. 3. The instance has a total of 8 possible
solutions including 3 infeasible ones.

4.2 Neighborhood operators

Let S be the set of solutions in a search space, for any
solution s ∈ S, there exists a subset N(s) ⊆ S called
neighborhood of s given by a neighborhood operator N :
S → 2S . Any element s′ ∈ N(s) is called neighbor of s.
Three well-known operators are used in this study.

The swap operator consists in exchanging two elements
of the solution chosen randomly. The result must not be
the same as the initial solution, which could be possible
for JLE. In the case of MLE, a machine is first chosen
at random and then the swap operator is applied to the
operations list of this machine.

The insertion operator consists in taking an element of the
solution at random and assigning it a new location. Every
element located between the old and the new location is
shifted by one place in the direction of the old location.
MLE is treated like the swap operator case.

The reverse operator consists in choosing two elements
of the solution at random and reversing all the elements
between these two elements included. Again, MLE is
treated like the swap operator case.

Fig. 4 illustrates the swap, insertion and reverse neighbor-
hood operators. The size of the neighborhoods varies for
each operator.

Lemma 1. For all three neighbor operators (swap, inser-
tion, reverse), a feasible neighbor of a solution s in OLE
is also a neighbor in the corresponding solution s′ in
JLE, where s′ is defined as the corresponding jobs of the
operations in s.

Fig. 4. Illustration of the three neighborhood operators

Let us consider the swap operator (the other two are
analog). In order for a neighbor of s to be feasible, all the
operations between the two chosen operations must belong
to jobs that are different from the jobs of the limits, and
the jobs of the limits must also be different. Otherwise,
the constraint precedence would not be fulfilled and the
solution would not be feasible. Hence, the jobs of the
limits will be different and the swap in JLE will provide a
different solution than s′.

4.3 Metrics

The main goal of the fitness landscape analysis is to
understand the structure of the search space from the
point of view of an optimization algorithm. According
to Jarboui et al. (2013), the definition of the landscape
allows not only to answer questions related to a better
modeling (encoding, neighborhood, etc) of a given problem
but also to guide the choice of a metaheuristic and its
settings. The landscapes of the selected encoding schemes
and neighborhood operators will be studied using the
following metrics.

Neutrality occurs in a landscape when two neighbor so-
lutions have the same fitness value. A neutral neighbor
s′ of a solution s is a solution such that s′ ∈ N(s)
and f(s) = f(s′). A landscape is considered neutral if
a significant proportion of pairs of neighbor solutions are
neutral. A neutral landscape thus does not imply a flat
landscape but rather the presence of successive neutrality,
which can be manifested by features such as plateaus and
peaks in a landscape. Neutrality rate Nr of solution s
denotes its proportion of neutral neighbors. It is calculated
with (1). Landscape neutrality is given by the average
of all neutrality rates along a random walk within the
search space. Fitness landscape is often considered to be
statistically isotropic. See Malan and Engelbrecht (2013)
and Tari (2019).

Nr =
|{s′ ∈ N(s), f(s′) = f(s)}|

|N(s)|
(1)

Roughness is concerned with the number and distribution
of local optima and the size of their basins of attrac-
tion. A landscape is said to be rough if the neighboring
solutions have very different fitness values. On the con-
trary, a smooth landscape is one where the neighbors have
almost the same fitness value. One of the most widely
used indicator for roughness measurement is the auto-
correlation function. Auto-correlation is calculated from a
set of random walks and corresponds to the fitness corre-
lation between the solutions encountered during a random
walk as a function of the distance between them. The
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instance has 700 infeasible solutions. In Fig. 2, solution (a)
is a feasible solution corresponding to the solution in Fig. 1
in JLE. Solution (b) is an infeasible solution, as it violates
a precedence constraint with respect to operations O2,3

and O2,2 of J2.

Machine list encoding (MLE) is a list of m list of opera-
tions that are assigned to a common machine, see Vallada
and Ruiz (2011). The sizes of the lists of operations vary
according to the number of operations for each machine.
The permutations on the different lists are likely to cause
violations of precedence constraints, hence the presence of
infeasible solutions. In contrast to OLE where the number
of infeasible solutions is precisely quantifiable, the number
of feasible and infeasible solutions is inherently dependent
on the instance being processed for MLE. An example of
feasible solution (a) and infeasible one (b) with MLE are
shown in Fig. 3. The instance has a total of 8 possible
solutions including 3 infeasible ones.

4.2 Neighborhood operators

Let S be the set of solutions in a search space, for any
solution s ∈ S, there exists a subset N(s) ⊆ S called
neighborhood of s given by a neighborhood operator N :
S → 2S . Any element s′ ∈ N(s) is called neighbor of s.
Three well-known operators are used in this study.

The swap operator consists in exchanging two elements
of the solution chosen randomly. The result must not be
the same as the initial solution, which could be possible
for JLE. In the case of MLE, a machine is first chosen
at random and then the swap operator is applied to the
operations list of this machine.

The insertion operator consists in taking an element of the
solution at random and assigning it a new location. Every
element located between the old and the new location is
shifted by one place in the direction of the old location.
MLE is treated like the swap operator case.

The reverse operator consists in choosing two elements
of the solution at random and reversing all the elements
between these two elements included. Again, MLE is
treated like the swap operator case.

Fig. 4 illustrates the swap, insertion and reverse neighbor-
hood operators. The size of the neighborhoods varies for
each operator.

Lemma 1. For all three neighbor operators (swap, inser-
tion, reverse), a feasible neighbor of a solution s in OLE
is also a neighbor in the corresponding solution s′ in
JLE, where s′ is defined as the corresponding jobs of the
operations in s.

Fig. 4. Illustration of the three neighborhood operators

Let us consider the swap operator (the other two are
analog). In order for a neighbor of s to be feasible, all the
operations between the two chosen operations must belong
to jobs that are different from the jobs of the limits, and
the jobs of the limits must also be different. Otherwise,
the constraint precedence would not be fulfilled and the
solution would not be feasible. Hence, the jobs of the
limits will be different and the swap in JLE will provide a
different solution than s′.

4.3 Metrics

The main goal of the fitness landscape analysis is to
understand the structure of the search space from the
point of view of an optimization algorithm. According
to Jarboui et al. (2013), the definition of the landscape
allows not only to answer questions related to a better
modeling (encoding, neighborhood, etc) of a given problem
but also to guide the choice of a metaheuristic and its
settings. The landscapes of the selected encoding schemes
and neighborhood operators will be studied using the
following metrics.

Neutrality occurs in a landscape when two neighbor so-
lutions have the same fitness value. A neutral neighbor
s′ of a solution s is a solution such that s′ ∈ N(s)
and f(s) = f(s′). A landscape is considered neutral if
a significant proportion of pairs of neighbor solutions are
neutral. A neutral landscape thus does not imply a flat
landscape but rather the presence of successive neutrality,
which can be manifested by features such as plateaus and
peaks in a landscape. Neutrality rate Nr of solution s
denotes its proportion of neutral neighbors. It is calculated
with (1). Landscape neutrality is given by the average
of all neutrality rates along a random walk within the
search space. Fitness landscape is often considered to be
statistically isotropic. See Malan and Engelbrecht (2013)
and Tari (2019).

Nr =
|{s′ ∈ N(s), f(s′) = f(s)}|

|N(s)|
(1)

Roughness is concerned with the number and distribution
of local optima and the size of their basins of attrac-
tion. A landscape is said to be rough if the neighboring
solutions have very different fitness values. On the con-
trary, a smooth landscape is one where the neighbors have
almost the same fitness value. One of the most widely
used indicator for roughness measurement is the auto-
correlation function. Auto-correlation is calculated from a
set of random walks and corresponds to the fitness corre-
lation between the solutions encountered during a random
walk as a function of the distance between them. The
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Fig. 5. Position types in fitness landscape

auto-correlation ρ(n) is given by (2) where ρ(n) ∈ [−1, 1];
n ∈ {0, . . . , t} is the number of steps from the initial
solution x0, l the total number of solutions, ft the fitness
of the tth solution, ft+n is the fitness of the solution after
n steps counted from the tth, f is the average of all fitness.
|ρ(n)| = 1 indicates a maximum correlation and a value
close to 0 indicates absence of correlation.

ρ(n) =
1

l−n ×
∑l−n

t=1(ft − f)(ft+n − f)

1
l ×

∑l
t=1(ft − f)2

(2)

Using the auto-correlation function, the correlation length
τ (the distance beyond which the majority of points
become uncorrelated) is obtained by (3). A small value
of τ denotes a rougher landscape. See Weinberger (1990)
and Kauffman (1993).

τ =
−1

ln(|ρ(1)|)
(3)

Position type distribution is a measure that classify a
solution according to the fitness differences observed in its
neighborhood. There are seven types of solutions: SLMIN,
SLMAX, LMIN, LMAX, SLOPE, LEDGE and IPLAT.
The type of point is SLMAX (SLMIN) if it is strictly
a local maximum (minimum), while the types LMAX
and LMIN denote non-strict local maxima and minima
respectively. A solution s is a SLOPE if some of its
neighbors have a larger fitness value and others a smaller
value than s. A LEDGE solution s has neighbors with
the same fitness value as s and neighbors with larger and
smaller fitness values than s. A solution s belongs to the
IPLAT type if all its neighbors have the same fitness value
as s. Point types are shown in Fig. 5. The distribution
of fitness points produces a quantitative analysis on the
characterization of a fitness landscape. A fitness landscape
is more neutral if the percentage of IPLAT, LMIN, LMAX
and LEDGE is higher. See Czogalla and Fink (2012) and
Zhao et al. (2019).Position type distribution requires a
uniform selection of feasible solutions within the search
space. So it is almost impossible to get such selection
with MLE since it is hard to find feasible solutions with a
random selection. OLE has the same problem, but there is
a bijection between the feasible solutions in OLE and the
possible solutions of JLE. So we select a random solution in
JLE and transform it in OLE to achieve uniform selection.

4.4 Instances

Experiments are performed on a different sets of problem
instances from several classical JSP benchmarks. We select
different sets to ensure the experiments are done on
instances with different characteristics. For each set, we
select instances with a wide range of jobs and machines.

Fig. 6. Distribution of neutrality rate

Thus, we have a total of 51 instances that vary from 2 jobs
on 2 machines to 100 jobs on 20 machines. The problem
instances were taken from Taillard; Yamada & Nakano;
Storer, Wu & Vaccari; Applegate & Cook; Lawrence;
Adams, Balas & Zawack; Fisher & Thompson; Caumond
and Lopez benchmarks.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Neutrality rate

In this experiment, for each encoding scheme and neigh-
borhood operator, for each instance, we select 10 random
solutions and make a random walk of 1000 steps. We com-
pute the neutrality rate as stated before and the average
on the 10 walks, which gives a neutrality rate for the
instance. We concatenate all the neutrality rates over all
the instances in a boxplot. Fig. 6 shows the neutrality rate
of all the instances for each pair of encoding schemes and
neighborhood operators.

We observe that the neutrality rate highly depends on the
encoding schemes and neighborhood operators, more than
on the instances. It’s especially visible for JLE encoding
where the boxplots corresponding to each operator are
totally disjoint. OLE and MLE seem to not be sensitive
to the neighborhood operator. In fact, for these encodings,
the neighbors of a solution are very similar for the three
operators. As stated in the proof of lemma 1, in order to be
feasible, the two indices that are chosen for each operator
must be close enough. In particular, when the first index
is ℓ and the second one is ℓ±1, the resulting neighbors are
common to the three operators. These neighbors have the
highest probability to be feasible. So, with a large part of
feasible neighbors that are identical, the neutrality rate is
very similar for the three operators. On the contrary, for
JLE, the neutrality rate can be quite low (around 10% for
reverse operator) or quite high (around around 50% for
insertion operator).

Generally, the points that are outside the boxplots cor-
respond to small instances (like the one in Table 1 that
is part of our instances). The point clouds below the
boxplots for JLE/swap and JLE/insertion correspond to
the instances of the swv set of problems.
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Fig. 7. Correlation length of instances

Table 2. Correlation length ℓ according to jobs
and machines: ℓ = αn+ βm+ γ

Enc.-Oper. α β γ R2 30× 15

JLE-swap 0,244 0,263 1,901 0,875 13.166
JLE-ins 0,386 0,52 3,417 0,882 22.797
JLE-rev 0,001 0,03 1,937 0,217 2.417

OLE-swap 0,687 3,154 -6,868 0,805 61.052
OLE-ins 0,67 3,208 -1,67 0,843 66.55
OLE-rev 0,546 2,484 1,369 0,859 55.009

MLE-swap 1,788 2,72 -28,299 0,975 66.141
MLE-ins 2,395 2,813 -31,908 0,983 82.137
MLE-rev 1,582 2,796 -26,616 0,972 61.784

5.2 Correlation length

In this experiment, we make the same random walks as
for neutrality. Then we compute the average correlation
length. We plot all the points according to the number of
jobs and the number of machines. Fig. 7 shows the correla-
tion length of all the instances according to the number of
jobs and the number of machines. Each color corresponds
to a pair of encoding scheme and neighborhood operator.

We observe that the points are grouped by color. Again,
the encoding scheme and neighborhood operator seem to
be a major factor for the correlation length compared
to the instance. As the points of a same color seems to
be in a plan, we try to make a linear regression in 2D.
Table 2 shows the parameters obtained for each pair of
encoding scheme and neighborhood operator. We also give
the adjusted coefficient of determination (R2), and the
estimated value for an instance of 30 jobs and 15 machines.

We note that job-reverse does not give a good fit. In fact,
all the values in this case are around 2. Applying the re-
verse operator twice on a solution is nearly like generating
a random solution with absolutely no correlation with the
initial solution.

As for the other results, the linear model is quite good
to explain the correlation length. JLE gives shorter cor-
relation length than OLE or MLE. The neighbors in the
case of JLE can be quite different but not so different. The
landscape remains quite smooth.
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Fig. 8. Position type distributions for (a) swap (b) inser-
tion (c) reverse

Insertion gives smoother landscape than swap and swap
gives smoother landscape than reverse. Roughness in-
creases with the number of elements that have been im-
pacted by the operator, regarding their relative order to
the other elements. The insert operator impacts a single
element, the swap operators impacts two elements and the
reverse operators impacts as many elements as the size of
the range that is reversed.

5.3 Position type distribution

In this experiment, we select 10000 solutions chosen uni-
formly among feasible solutions. Then we compute 5 neigh-
bors at random. From these neighbors, we compute the
position type of the solution. Fig. 8 shows the distribution
for the swap operator, the insertion operator and the
reverse operator respectively.

We observe a notable difference between JLE and OLE:
the proportion of IPLAT is greater for the OLE and the
proportion of LEDGE and SLOPE is more important
for JLE. This is a consequence of the higher neutrality
observed for the OLE compared to JLE. Again, we observe
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We observe that the points are grouped by color. Again,
the encoding scheme and neighborhood operator seem to
be a major factor for the correlation length compared
to the instance. As the points of a same color seems to
be in a plan, we try to make a linear regression in 2D.
Table 2 shows the parameters obtained for each pair of
encoding scheme and neighborhood operator. We also give
the adjusted coefficient of determination (R2), and the
estimated value for an instance of 30 jobs and 15 machines.

We note that job-reverse does not give a good fit. In fact,
all the values in this case are around 2. Applying the re-
verse operator twice on a solution is nearly like generating
a random solution with absolutely no correlation with the
initial solution.

As for the other results, the linear model is quite good
to explain the correlation length. JLE gives shorter cor-
relation length than OLE or MLE. The neighbors in the
case of JLE can be quite different but not so different. The
landscape remains quite smooth.
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Insertion gives smoother landscape than swap and swap
gives smoother landscape than reverse. Roughness in-
creases with the number of elements that have been im-
pacted by the operator, regarding their relative order to
the other elements. The insert operator impacts a single
element, the swap operators impacts two elements and the
reverse operators impacts as many elements as the size of
the range that is reversed.

5.3 Position type distribution

In this experiment, we select 10000 solutions chosen uni-
formly among feasible solutions. Then we compute 5 neigh-
bors at random. From these neighbors, we compute the
position type of the solution. Fig. 8 shows the distribution
for the swap operator, the insertion operator and the
reverse operator respectively.

We observe a notable difference between JLE and OLE:
the proportion of IPLAT is greater for the OLE and the
proportion of LEDGE and SLOPE is more important
for JLE. This is a consequence of the higher neutrality
observed for the OLE compared to JLE. Again, we observe
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that the three distributions for the OLE are quite identical.
This is the same explanation as the identical neutrality
rate: the neighborhoods are very similar.

The proportion of SLOPE, SLMIN and SLMAX is
more important for JLE/reverse that for JLE/swap or
JLE/insertion. In this case, the reverse operator can mod-
ify a large part of the solution, which leads to a very
different schedule and hence to a different fitness. We
also observe that the proportion of strict local optima
increases with the number of elements that have been
impacted by the operator. This observation is in line with
the correlation length of these neighborhoods as roughness
is a measure of the number of local optima.

6. CONCLUSION

As a conclusion, a fitness landscape is greatly influenced
by the encoding scheme associated with a neighborhood
operator, more than the instance itself. This work leads
us to think that the choice of encoding schemes and
neighborhood operators should be done thoroughly before
the choice of any metaheuristics, as it could improve
dramatically the performance of the metaheuristic.

Several perspectives are open from these first results. In
the short term, we aim at applying the same approach
to real applications, and first of all to extensions of
basic job shop scheduling problems, in order to verify if
similar conclusions could be drawn for more constrained
problems: flexible job shop scheduling, or/and problems
with transport constraints and/or time windows. In other
words, we want to study the relationship between the
specificities of the problem and the performance of the
encodings. Other problems could also be investigated such
as vehicle routing problems. In the longer term, we hope
that our work will allow us to provide recommendations
on the choice of relevant encodings/operators according to
the characteristics of the problem studied.
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